
 

Looking for a Romantic Experience in Half Moon Bay? 

HALF MOON BAY - Half Moon Bay, San Francisco is also around a scene. From the prestigious San 

Francisco along Highway 1 all the 

way south, they came to this with 

the beautiful scenery, great location 

and quiet relaxed atmosphere and 

famous places. 

Half Moon Bay's Pillar Point Harbor 

harbor rich in seafood. Here gather a 

lot of fishing boats, they will sea 

fishing, then clearly the price the day 

on a fishing boat to sell their catch 

fresh fish back or crabs. Whenever 

fishing dock, flocks of gulls will 

follow closely. Come here to travel, 

in addition to views of the sea feast 

for the eyes, but also can hand-pick 

fish or sea fishing, then please 

immediately help you store on shore 

processing of these fresh seafood, 

delicious unforgettable! 

Half Moon Bay is known as the 

"Pumpkin Capital of the World", the 

annual three thousand tons 

pumpkin yields up here, exported 

around the world. So every year 

before Halloween, pumpkin harvest 

here after will host "Pumpkin Festival." Although we did not catch the pumpkin festival, but also an 

experience of a glass studio which produced glass pumpkin fun. 

Such a beautiful place, of course, a romantic place to stay. The Ritz-Carlton, Half Moon Bay is a romantic 

and comfortable here, the best proof. The hotel has 261 rooms, architectural style similar with the 

Scottish castle, located in a cliff overlooking the Pacific Ocean with views of the corner. Guests can enjoy 



the hotel's vast coastline presents. The resort has two championship golf courses: a park-style venue in 

the United States, the side with the waves; the other is the traditional 18-hole Scottish venue. 

Out of the room, guests can enjoy the sea view from the hotel's surrounding farm fresh organic 

ingredients dishes; or outdoors next to the fire, quietly listening to the sound of waves crashing against 

the coast, and friends to experience a roasted marshmallow Unique taste; out of the room if you do not 

want to, you can lazily curled up next to the fire on the terrace watching the beautiful sunset. 

 

 


